Wrap-Up and Q & A

Vienna, 10. October 2012
## Next Steps in Preparation for the New Market Model

1. **Assignment of an Energy Identification Code(s)**
2. **Initialising of BGR-registration on the online platform** (including establishment of balance groups)
3. **Fulfilment of the requirements of other partners** (Exchange membership, Clearing Member agreement, first communication tests...)
4. **Agreement with BG-members and finalization of BG-structure** (Allocation authorization for network users)
5. **(if applicable) Participation in the transfer proceedings of domestic capacities**
6. **Assignment of capacity contracts to BGs/SBAs**
7. **Set-up and test of data exchange with system operators** (new formats, ...)
8. **Deadline for day-ahead-nominations and -schedules** (for 1.1.2013 06:00):
   - **28.12.2012, 14:00**

---

**1.1.2013**

**21.12.2012 at the latest**

**NU = Network User**
Thank you for your attention.
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